Whale comeback  by Williams, Nigel
The roads not taken
Eve Marder
Last month I came across a folder of 
papers I had written at the age of 16 
for my high school English class. This 
occasion, in some ways like Proust’s 
madeleine, triggered recollections of 
how I, as a 16 year-old, framed the 
thoughts I had about what I wanted  
to do with my life. 
One of those early papers was about 
Frost’s poem The Road Not Taken. I 
remember not terribly liking the poem. 
But the image of paths leading off 
in different directions in the woods, 
leading to different futures stayed with 
me. At 16, I didn’t know if I wanted to 
be a civil rights lawyer, write poems, be 
a journalist, run my father’s business, 
or be a scientist. I found the plethora of 
choices bewildering, as I searched for 
clues to what my ‘optimal path’ should 
be. I worried how I would ever know 
what the ‘best’ decision would be. 
And, I had a palpable sense of loss for 
all of those unchosen futures. Then it 
dawned on me that there was no sense 
in thinking about ‘optimal paths’ or loss 
when giving up the alternatives. Instead, 
all one could do was choose one future 
and live it, as there were many possible 
futures that could lead to adventure and 
meaning, and it just mattered that the 
chosen path was a good one. 
When I started as an undergraduate 
I was going to be a lawyer, but 
I ended up a scientist. I made 
career- determining decisions without 
looking at the long future, but always 
asking myself, “Does this make sense 
to do now?” So I studied biology as 
an undergraduate, and I applied to 
graduate school. I went to Paris for a 
postdoc because I was angry at the 
US for Vietnam and was curious to 
see how JacSue Kehoe could do such 
elegant work and raise children. Did 
I stubbornly continue this path called 
academic science? Yes. Could I have 
been derailed or drawn into a different 
path by different circumstances? 
Almost certainly. 
Today, as a senior woman scientist 
and President of the Society for 
Neuroscience, I am aware that many of 
our most talented students opt to follow 
careers other than science. I wouldn’t 
feel badly about the student talented 
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endangered, the highest level of 
threat.
But one of the real problems facing 
the IUCN is a lack of data. More than 
half the 44 cetacean species are 
considered “data deficient”, meaning 
future research on population 
numbers is a priority. And the worry 
is that more data could show more 
species in trouble. The blue whale, 
fin whale and sei whale all remain 
listed as endangered until more 
evidence is available of any recovery.
Whales continue to face threats 
from ship strikes, entanglement in 
fishing gear, habitat deterioration, 
declining prey numbers and noise 
disturbance.
And many of the smaller coastal 
cetaceans, such as dolphins and 
porpoises, face particular threats, 
the IUCN warns. “Too many of these 
small coastal cetaceans end up as 
bycatch in fisheries. This remains 
the main threat to them and it is only 
going to get worse,” says Reeves.
The IUCN warns that the 
vulnerable vaquita, a porpoise in 
the Gulf of California, is likely to 
be the next cetacean to become 
extinct. Many are killed each year in 
fishing gear and only an estimated 
150 remain in the wild. Researchers 
fear that it may soon follow the fate 




Some whales, including the 
humpback, are now less threatened 
with extinction, according to 
the latest report issued by 
the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) last 
month. Marine biologists estimate 
that the number of humpbacks may 
have grown to more than 40,000 
adults and about 15,000 juveniles, 
following the hunting ban that began 
in the 1960s. The IUCN has revised 
its classification of the whales from 
“vulnerable” to “of least concern” 
in its annual list of endangered 
species.
The southern right whale 
population also appears to have 
begun to recover — the number of 
these has believed to have doubled 
from around 7,500 in 1997.
Randall Reeves of the IUCN 
said: “This is a great conservation 
success and shows what needs 
to be done to ensure these ocean 
giants survive.”
While the assessment that 
numbers are growing for these two 
species is to be welcomed, the 
IUCN has gloomier news for other 
species.
Overall, nearly a quarter of 
cetacean species are considered 
threatened and nine species are 
listed as endangered or critically 
On the up: Humpback whales are one cetacean species recovering since the ban on com-
mercial whaling, according to new data from the IUCN. (Picture: Masa Ushioda/Alamy.)
